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newspapers in the Ten Eyck Hotel in Albany ond
ultimately rose to become one of Wall Street's great
amalgamators in the later 19th century in public
utilities, traction systems, tobacco and other field s,
and he woo a key assocjate of Thomas Edison in the
foundation of the electric light industry.
I still
have a clear recollection of him from my very early
childhood when we used to go up from New York to spend
Christmas with my grandparents in Albany. Grandfathe r
Brady with his flowing mustache and twinkling blue eyes
enjoyed sitting at a big round table for meals
surrounded by innumerable visiting grandchildren: no
adults admitted.
For you see, this exploration of St. Patrick's
spirit and legacy also has ~een a small tribute to my
grandfather's memory, with gratitude for the trickledown effect of his success on his children, their
children and grandchildren and onward. Thank you,
grandfather. And thank you, St. Patrick.
"The Confession of Saint Patrick"
Edited/Translated by D.R. Howlett, 1994
Triumph Books, Liguori, Missouri

DRAGONS
March 23, 1998

Charles S. Robertson. Jr.

Why Dragons? Well, as some of you know, I read a
lot of science fiction.
Some of this trashy literature
is actually fantasy, with not a smidgen of science.
I
a lso read more conventional stuff.
In much of t his I
keep running into dragons. So, I thought I'd combin~ a
search ~or dragon roots, and incidentally, attempt to
entertaln you for an evening. This is not going to be
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a deep, metaphysical essay on evil , nor even
philosophical discussion of mythic critters!

a

No, I'm just going to share what I h a ve enjoyed
and learned about draconian friends a nd foes from some
of my rather narrow readings.
So, sit back, suspe nd
disbelief, and recall dragons you have met in your own
reading .
Where did the idea of dragons co e &ro? Wel l,
according to various authori ties, t e be ' ef in dragons
goes back to the beginning of human soc ' ety.
They are
part of the large group of mythic beas s w ich are
found in so many human societi es, a 0 g w ' t
unicorn s,
gryphons, Gorgons, Chimera, and sea 0 s ers.
Dragons,
serpents, ammoth snakes, and ot her,
s ly evil beings,
are part of the earliest myths and re igio.
The
encyclopedia starts its defini tion f a drago as a
"fabulous monster, usually concei ved as a
ge winged,
fire-breathing lizard or snake. "
ragons , or serpents ,
are found in many, I'd say a lmost a
, ear _y societies .
Certa inly there are dragons in Asia,
.e
ericas,
Europe, and Africa.
Since I'm equa i g i g , fabulou s
snakes and lizards with d ragons, we even have them in
Southern Ohio, as at Serpent Mound.
One theory I encountered concerning t e basi s for
dragons came from some of the stud ies _ a e ade in
order to teach about dinosaurs a t c e . se
Center .
Apparently, especially in Ch ina, t e f ssils of
dinosaurs were believed to be drago
es.
hi s
concept may have occurred elsewhere.
Certainly, these
big bones were not from the l ocal fauna ! In fact, it
is of inte re st to note that as late as the fifte en
hundreds, books on natural history sti
containe d
supposedly factual descriptions of dragons a d other
mythical beasts!
I would reall y wonder at this, if it
were not for the current interes t in Nessie, the Loch
Ness monster.
Maybe there are real dragon s , somewhere ,
just not locally!
Descriptions of dragons differ widely.
An early
Chaldaean d ragon had four legs, a scaly body, and
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wings, similar to some modern literary dragons.
Early
Egyptian and Greek dragons were built more on the large
snake model.
In the book of Revelation, the dragon is
"a great, fiery red dragon with seven heads and ten
horns." Almost all lizard-like shapes have been used.
However, my experience seems to see "modern" dragons as
more active, with wings. four legs, and a tail. Most
are fire-breathing, and often rather large. The snakelike model seems to be in the earlier mythic stories,
i.e. biblical and early legends. Let's look at some
biblical dragons.
Almost all dragons in the bible are serpents of
various sizes and character. The snake in the garden
of Eden is described as "the most cunning of all the
creatures the Lord God has made," which fits well wit h
the early descriptions of dragons as snake - like.
In
Job, the great sea monster Leviathan, or Rehab is
mentioned.
In Isaiah, Leviathan is "that twisted sea
serpent." The dragon in Bel and the Dragon is also a
giant serpent which the Babylonians worshipped. As one
of the first recorded dragon slayers, Daniel "took
pitch and fat and hair, boiled them together, and made
them into cakes, which he put into the mouth of the
snake. The snake swallowed them and burst."
I'm not
sure of the exact mechanism employed, but those hair
balls did the job. Of course Daniel was the flung int o
the lion pit for six days before being saved.
In
later, non - biblical, stories, the dragon slayer usuall y
gets a better prize than that! As mentioned above, the
dragon in Revelation is a lot more colorful.
First,
Michael and his angels fight the dragon, "that ancient
serpent who led the whole world astray, whose name is
the Devil, or Satan." A little later, A similar beast
rises out of the sea. And so on, as the
personification of evil.
Let me digress, and discuss real life lizards and
reptiles which might be considered dragons.
First,
there are lots of small lizards and other reptiles
which possibly look like one's picture of a dragon.
But the closest now alive is the Komodo monitor lizard
which reaches over ten feet in length, and can catch '
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and devour a human. Since these dragons live in a very
small portion of the East Indies, they were probably
not the basis for dragon legends. Howe ver the fossil
remains of dinosaurs and other extinct larqe reptile s
could have been a basis for legends.
In fact, it does
appear that the Chinese conside red fossi ls to be dragon
bones.
Perhaps the discovery of fossil bones did
become the start of dragon legends in other parts of
the world.
The other modern source of drago
egends ay be
based on sea monsters, of wh ich the Loc
ess onste r
is the one most likely to be real. At east a lot of
fairly serious folk are spending ots of oney to try
to find Nessie. Also, every so ofte , t e remains of
large marine animals are washed up 0
e s ore. Most
are identified as giant squid, or w a es, b t every so
oft en one is found that is not easi y ' de tified. Many
times this is because of the stat e of dec a y, or the
fact that many parts are miss ing. T ere have been
enough cases still not matched to ead so e to believe
that unknown monsters still rema '
0 be d · scovered.
At this point in my essay, I' e co ered some of
history,
the beginn i ngs of dragon myths , so
shift to
and some biblical background . Now
cover some
dragons in literature. First, I'
e if I
of the more well known dragon s. Bear wi
speed past some of your favo rites ! _-ow o s t o f the
older stor ie s and legends dea l wit h e 2_ dragons and
the heroes who slay them.
One of the earliest, from the orse , and made
famous by Richard Wagner, concerns
e dragon Fafnir
and his golden hoard. Of cou rse, opera b ffs know the
story better than I do! Fafnir's br t er Reg i nn raises
Sigurd, also known as Siegfri ed, as a
est~
trusting, and fearless lad in order to seek hls revenge
on Farnir.
From pieces of his father ' s sword, an
unbreakable sword is forged . W·
a b ' of advice from
Odin, Sigurd slays Fafnir, and . s rvi es .
c aim the
dragons hoard and finally to kl _
e w:c ked brother
Reginn.
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~nother early legend, going back at least a
thousand years, concerns Beowulf. As a young man, he
gains fame and a kingdom, by slaying the monster
Grendel and his mother.
I really don't county these
two monsters as dragons!
Fifty years later, Beowulf
faces a real dragon.
"Here, at last, is your true
medieval dragon:
a monster of chaos and mortal threat ,
some fifty feet long, bat-winged, and fully firebreathing. He lives in a tomb on a rocky point
surrounded by the sea, in the very heart of death.
There he guards an immense hoard of treasure, the very
model of the jealous, vengeful serpent." Depending on
the source, either the dragon ravages the kingdom on
his own, or is provoked. The provoking is classic.
One of Beowulf's warriors discovers the cave with the
dragon and its hoard. Greedily, the warrior grabs as
much of the treasure as he can carry, and escapes.
When the dragon discover~ the theft, he sets out to
wreak havoc on the thief, and the kingdom.
Beowulf
realizes what has happened. He knows that there is no
way to placate the dragon, and determines to kill it.
"The aged king, accompanied by 11 chosen warriors,
journeys to the barrow. Bidding his companions retire ,
he takes up his position near the entrance to the
mound.
The dragon rushes forth, breathing flames.
Beowulf is all but overpowered, and the sight is so
terrible that his men, all but Wiglaf, son of Weohstan ,
seek safety in flight. With wiglaf's aid, Beowulf
slays the dragon, but receives hi own death-wound. II
This is one case where the hero does not survive the
encounter!

Another early dragon-slayer was Tristram, or
Tristan, one of King Arthur's knights.
The story of
his fight with a dragon does not appear in all of my
sources, but is a small part of a longer tale in which
Tristram,wins the fair Iseult for his mentor, King
Mark.
Slnce Tristram and Iseult also become famous
lovers, the tale is fairly convoluted. As for the
fight with the dragon, Tristram lands in Ireland and
shor~ly finds the dragon chasing another knight ~ho is
f~eelng . . "Ere long he saw the dragon advancing towards
hlm, spewlng smoke and flame." Tristram charges the
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dragon with his spear, and impal es it. The dragon is
not killed, but starts to ea t Tristra m's horse, wh ich
has fallen dead.
"Tristram pursued the d ragon, which fled before
him, roaring for pain till the rocks rang.
It spa t
fire from its jaw and tore t he earth, til the pain of
the wound overcame it, and it crouched down under a
wall of rock. Then Tristram drew his sword, hoping to
slay the creature easily, bu t it was a hard s rife, the
hardest Tristram had ever f ought.
ruth, he thought
i t would be his death. Fo r the drago possessed teeth
and claws sharper than a shea ring k ' fe, as well as
smoke and flame . Often Trist r a m had to f ' d shelter
behind trees and bushes, for the fig
was so fierce
t hat his shield was s e ared t o a cinder ."
"But the conflict did no t end re
c o g e r , for
the spear in the dragon's vita l s began 0 pain him so
sharply that he l ay on the g round, ro . g over and
over in agony. Then Tristram s truck w ' h his sword at
t he heart of the monster. The blade we
in right to
t he h i lt, and the dragon gave fort a r ar so grim and
terrible that it sounded as i f eart a d s y fell
togethe r , and the cry was h e a rd far a d w ' de through
the land."
"Tristram himself was t errified.
Bu w en he saw
the beast was dead, he went a nd forced
aws open,
and cut out the tongue. Then he c osed
e j aws aga in,
and put the tongue in his pouch . " A
' s point
Tristram collapses. Lat e r t he tongue lets him prove
that he wa s the dragon kill er, and c ai ms Iseult for
King Mark. But that's anothe r story, a d without
dragons!
My sources t el l me tha t the entire area of
northe rn Europe was full of dragons at that time, so
many questing Knights had adventures with them. At
this point, I'm going to leave them there, and move on
to those I have encountered in various modern fiction
stories. One of these d r agon stories are about
friendly o r a t leas t, semi-friendly, dragons.
The
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other is almost a modern retelling of the Beowulf tale ,
imbedded in a much longer saga.
Many of you are familiar with the writings of
J.R.R. Tolkien.
His epic "Lord of the Rings" is one 0:
those stories that both children and adults can read
with pleasure. After the "Lord of the Rings" was
written, he wrote liThe Hobbit", whose story line takes
place a generation before that of the Lord of the
Rings. II
In liThe Hobbit" Tolkien cleans up a few loos e
ends from the sequel, and introduces readers to the
race of hobbits.
For those 0 you who are uncomfortab le
with imaginary worlds and fantasy, now is a good time
to snooze, because hobbits are an integral part of
these stories. One of them takes the heroes journey t
confront the dragon, and in the later volumes, others
become heroes themselves.
But what are hobbits?
Quoting from Tolkien:
"I suppose hobbits need
some description nowadays, since they have become rare
and shy of the Big People, as they call us.
They are
(or were) a little people, about half our height, and
smaller than the bearded dwarves.
Hobbits have no
beards.
There is little or no magic about them, excep
the ordinary everyday sort which helps them to
disappear quietly and quickly when large stupid folk
like you and me come blundering along, making a noise
like elephants which they can hear a mile off.
They
are inclined to be fat in the stomach; they dress in
bright colours (chiefly green and yellow) i wear no
shoes, because their feet grow natural leathery soles
and thick warm brown hair like the stuff on their heads
(which is curly); have long clever brown fingers, good natured faces, and laugh deep fruity laughs (especially
after dinner, which they have twice a day when they ca
get it).
Now you know enough to go on with. II
As the tale starts, Bilbo Baggins, a hobbit, joins
The dwarves intend to recapture
a band of dwarves.
their caverns and treasure under the Lonely Mountain.
Over a generation ago, the dwarves had been driven fro m
their home by the great dragon Smaug.
Now, with the
help of the hobbit, and a sorcerer, they intend to
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attempt to drive out the dragon, or a t least recove r
their treasure.
In the old day s, t h e dwarves h ad grown
immensely rich and famous for t h e jewels, gold , a nd
silver which they had mined from t heir c a verns, and
fashioned into beautiful thing s f o r sa l e .
"Undoubtedly that was what brought the dragon .
Dragons steal gold and jewels , you know, from men and
elves and dwarves, whereve r they can find them; and
they guard their plunder as long as they live (which is
practically for ever, unless they are ki ed ) , and
never enjoy a brass ring of it. " "There was a mo st
specially greedy, strong and wicked worm called Smaug.
One day he flew up in the ai r and ca e south . " Smaug
rushed at the main entrance t o the 0
a ' n, flamed the
dwarves there, then killed a ll withi the caverns.
The
only ones to escape were tho se who were outside when
Smaug arrived, and a small g roup that escaped through a
secret back entrance. Smaug piled al the loot into a
great heap in the main hall , a nd uses t is trea s ure
trove as a bed.
Soon after , Smaug ravaged the Big
Peoples town nearby, and se ttled in to stay.
NOw, aft e r many years, t he dwarves are trying to
return, using a map showing the secre back ent r anc e .
The hobbit's job is to act as a sc t and burgl ar for
the dwarves. After many travails a d travels (about
150 pages of text), the group arri es at the secret
entrance. Bilbo now enters the caver, p t s on hi s
ring, which renders h i m invis ible ( d ' dn't tell y ou
about the ring? Well that ' s a nother s~ory, too!)
He
creeps to an opening above t he drago's all .
"There he lay, a vast red-go lden dragon, f ast
asleep; a thrumming came f r o m his jaws and no strils,
and wisps of smoke, but his fires were low in slumber.
Beneath him, under all his limbs a d h ' s huge coiled
tail, and about him on a ll s ides stretching a way a c ross
the unseen floors, lay c o u ntless pi es of precious
things, gold wrought and unwro g ,gems and jewel s,
and silver red-stained in the ruddy ight . "
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"Smaug lay, with wings folded like an immeasurab l e
bat, turned partly to one side, so that the hobbit
could see his underparts and his long pale belly
crusted with gems and fragments of gold from his long
lying on his costly bed.
Behind him where the wall
were nearest could dimly be seen coats of mail, helms
and axes, swords and spears hanging; and there in rows
stood great jars and vessels filled with a wealth tha t
could not be guessed."
Bilbo steals a large two-handled cup and returns
to the waiting dwarves. While the group was
congratulating Bilbo, Smaug awakens, discovers the
missing cup, notices a current of air from the tunnel ,
and "sped from his deep lair through its great door,
out onto the huge passages of the mountain-palace and
up towards the Front Gate." Smaug is determined to
find the back door and the thief.
Bilbo and the
dwarves barely get all their troop and supplies into
the tunnel, when Smaug finds the door, and flames it.
They are partly scorched, and their pack ponies are
lost and devoured by Smaug.
Smaug finally returns to
his bed to recoup his strength. Bilbo returns to the
cavern and is discovered by Smaug, who carries on a
conversation with Bilvo, finally chasing him back down
the tunnel with his fiery breath. Later that night,
Smaug buries the back door with rubble, trapping all
within the tunnel.
Smaug has deduced from his conversation with
Bilbo that the dwarves had been aided by the nearest
"Big Peoples" village, and leaves to attack it.
Fortunately for our bank, a mighty archer in the
village manages to shoot the dragon through the one
weak spot in his hide, thus killing Smaug. Meanwhile,
the dwarves and Bilbo find the dragon's cavern
deserted, and proceed to take over the mountain.
Our
band has many troubles and adventures before Bilbo
returns home, but at least the dragon is gone.
It is interesting that Bilbo is not exactly a
hero, . even though he takes a hero's journey. He does
not k~ll the dragon, and in fact is lucky not to be
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killed. The dragon represents only part of the evil
which our band meets. But Smaug is certainly a classic
dragon in every way! Now let's look at a comple tely
different class of dragons, who are a ctually fr iendly,
and in fact almost symbioti c with humans.
Anne McCaffrey is one of the ost popular curre nt
science fiction and fantas y writers.
She has written
probably fifty full - length books and ma y s hort
stories. Most of her work is fie '0 . She, like many
modern writers, has several ser ies of 0 e 5 , all
connected by either a singl e idea, 0 a . y, or with a
particular set of characters. She a so as written
books on subjects she uses in her f ' c ' 0 , s ch as
magic, and novels which are neit her scie ce fiction or
fantasy.
Recently, she has begun 0 w rk with younge r
writers as co-authors, thus le nd · g er wel -known name
to the next generation.
I have bee a fa of hers for
many years, and have a fairly camp e e c
ec tion of
her works . The series of books '
g
g to write
about was started in 1968 with her f ' rs
ovel about
dragons, called, appropriate ly en g., "Dragonfli ght" .
T~e most recent, "A Diversi ty of ragons " ( ot directly
11nked to the o ther dragon b ooks ) was published last
year.
From the first dragon nove , Anne
r.~ frey has
filled in a series of stori es coveri 9 a 25 0 ye ar
history.
In her most recent drago
e , s e sugge sts
that they be read in the pub lishe d order, ra her than
the story - line order.
The plots take place in the dis an ~ ure . Space
ships have spread us over the loca sec 0
of the
Milky Way. Empires have waxed and wa ed. After one
particularly messy war, a group of 6 000 co onist s in
three space ships settles on a planet ' nte t on
creating a low - tech agrarian society. As an aside,
when reading this type of st ory, ' t
e
0 not be too
critical of ideas like using high- ' e.
e ods to
create a low - te ch society! The ir 0
y i formation on
the planet is a decades old sco c ' 9 re_ort, which has
m;~~ p- d one key item conce rning t
a e.
I
seems
that every 250 years, a la rge c
s weeps ear and
drags material from the sta r's
r
: 0 d ~ to the
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planet's atmosphere.
For about 50 years of each cyc le
the planet is bombarded with organic matter, called
thread by the colonists. This material grows and ea ts
living plant and animal material. Because of the
randomness of the distribution of the material,
survival of native plants and animals is possible, b u
farms and settlements are eventually going to be
destroyed.
The colony is settled near the end of a
quiet period, before the next cycle. When the threads
begin to fall, in irregular patches, the colonists us e
their small aircraft and flame throwers to burn the
threads from the sky.
Now, how do dragons come into this story? Well,
there is a native flying reptile called fire lizards.
These are only about two feet long, but have the
ability to generate flames, like medieval dragons, and
to instantly move to a place they have been before.
The colonists, using advanced biological techniques,
developer larger descendants of the fire lizards,
called dragons.
These are large enough to ride, are
mildly telepathic with sensitive humans, and with the i~
flaming breath, are meant to replace the aircraft and
flame throwers with self replicating beasts.
The
experiment is a success, and in Anne McCaffrey's firs t
book, the Qction takes place about ~400 years after t he
founding of the colony. Here is a description of a
hatching that takes place then.
"Lessa turned resolutely back to the rocking
golden egg, knowing what to expect and trying to divi ne
what the successful boys had or had not done that
caused the baby dragons to single them out."
"A crack appeared in the golden shell and was
greeted by the terrified screams of the girls.
Some
had fallen into little heaps of white fabric, others
embraced tightly in their mutual fear.
The crack
widened and the wedge - head broke through, following
quickly by the neck, gleaming gold.
Lessa wondered
with unexpected detachment how long it would take the
beast to mature, considering its by no means small size
at birth.
For the head was larger than that of the
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male dragons, and they had b een large eno gh to
overwhelm sturdy boys of ten f ull turns. II
IILessa was aware of a loud hu within the h a ll .
Glancing up at the audience, she real i zed it emana ted
from the watching bronze d ragons, for thi s was the
birth of their mate, their queen. The hu increase d in
volume as the shell shatte red into fragme ts a d the
golden, glistening body of the n ew fe a e e erged . It
staggered out, dipped its s harp beak in 0
e soft
sand, momentarily trapped.
Flapp i g ' ts we wings, it
righted itself, ludicrous in its weak awkwardness.
With sudden and unexpected s wif ess , . da s ed towards
the terror - stricken girls. Before
d b ink,
it shook the first girl wi th s uc
chat h er
head snapped audibly and she fe
i
the sand.
Disregarding her, the dragon leaped
ward t e second
girl but misjudged the distance a ..d fe=-_ , grabbing out
with one claw for support and rak ' g
e g ' r ' s body
from shoulder to thigh . Scre a ming , - h e
rta ly
injured girl distracted the drag
ar.d re eased the
others from their horrified tra ceo ~ ey sca~tered in
panicky confusion, racing, runn .g ,
stumbling, falling across the sa a
e exit the
boys had used."
As the golden beas t , crying picea s:y , urch ed
down from the raised arena t oward c3e scac-ered women ,
Lessa moved. Why hadn't tha t s ' _
c _ ~~-headed gir l
stepped aside, Lessa thought , gr abb~~g : r - e wedge head, at birth not much la rger t ~ cer wn torso. The
dragon was so c lumsy and weak s he was he r wn worst
enemy . II
IILessa swung the head a round s - ha
faceted eyes were forced to look a
er.
herself lost in that rainbow regard. n

he many. and found

And so Lessa and Ramot h are pa'red off. Dragons
grow to a large size and are trai ed
fig t thr e ad.
Later in the same volume, Lessa ' s ate F' ar and hi s
dragon Mnementh fight thre ad f or ' e f ' rs
i e.
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"As much admiration as F'lar had always held for
his bronze companion, it achieved newer heights in the
next hours. Beating the air in great strokes, Mnemen t c
soared with flaming breath to meet the down-rushing
menace. The fumes, swept back by the wind, choked
F'lar until he thought to crouch low on the lee side 0:
the bronze neck. The dragon squealed as a Thread
flicked the tip of one wing.
Instantly F'lar and he
ducked into between, cold, calm, black. The frozen
Thread cracked off.
In the flicker of an eye, they
were back to face the reality of Thread."
Around him F'lar saw dragons winking in and out 0:
between, flaming as they returned, diving, soaring. As
the attack continued and they drifted across Nerat,
F'lar began to recognize the pattern in the dragons'
instinctive evasion - attack movements."
So here we have dragons, working in close harmony
with humans, and solving a special need.
Obviously, ic
my short paper, I'm not going to spend lots of time
describing all the details of the dragons and their
riders. Anne McCaffrey takes many books to describe
all the details. As you read the books in her
recommended sequence, you see that the scientific
details of the dragons was worked out as she went
along. One of the last books written, about the
genesis of the dragons, contains acknowledgments for
assistance in putting a scientific basis for both the
biology of the dragons and of the physics of the fall
of the Threads. Although this may seem sloppy, there
is a period of 20 years between the first dragon book,
and the one in which the biology and physics of dragon s
and thread are described in detail.
As I look at my bookcases, I can see other books
with dragons in them. There are stories I know of wit h
even more.
Dragons seem to have a fascination for us
that wi~l not end. Think about the dragons you know.
Maybe, Just maybe, dragons really exist, if not around
~ e :e, th~n just down the road.
Does anybody want to
]Oln me In a quest this summer?
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